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■ Evaluation subject 
Name East Nippon Expressway Co., Ltd. Social Finance (Social 

Bonds/Loans) Framework 
Issuer East Nippon Expressway Co., Ltd. (NEXCO East) 
Target projects Projects for expressway construction and others based on the national 

land plan among others 
Financing method Bonds and loans 

 

■Summary of the opinion 

R&I has confirmed that the Social Finance Framework subject to evaluation complies with the ICMA 

Social Bond Principles 2018 (hereinafter “SBP2018”). With the valid period of opinion until May 31, 2020, 

R&I declares that financing conducted by the issuer in accordance with this framework by the end of the 

valid period will be in compliance with the SBP2018. The opinion is based on the following views: 

(1) Use of proceeds 
 The direct purpose of target projects is to respond to social issues described in the national land plan 

and others. The issuer is engaged in the target projects aiming to achieve such goals as the opening of 

new routes, reinforcement of seismic resistance, reduction of wrong-way driving accidents, measures 

to address aging highway infrastructure, and restraint on CO2 emissions by mitigating traffic jams. 

Target projects are implemented based on project plans which sufficiently take into account negative 

impacts of expressways on areas along them and global environment, with appropriate followups on 

the plans. R&I has evaluated that target projects are generating positive results for the society as a 

whole. Among the categories illustrated in SBP2018, they correspond to “Affordable basic 

infrastructure” for “the general public.” 

(2) Evaluation of projects and process of selection 
 The government mainly develops the process of selecting target projects. It is a selection process 

widely considering the impact on the whole society with the evaluation guideline related to selection 

focusing on quantitative decision criteria while discussions securing the objectivity with the 

involvement of third parties with expertise. The management philosophy of the issuer reflects that of 

the national land plan and others which are the backgrounds of such selection process. 

(3) Management of proceeds 
 For express way projects, the funding plan for target projects is required while segregated 

management of accounting is stipulated, by laws and regulations among others. Allocation of proceeds 
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and management system among others are subject to audit by independent auditors in every business 

year.  

(4) Reporting 
 In accordance with the agreement with the Japan Expressway Holding and Debt Repayment Agency 

(hereinafter, the “Agency”), debts corresponding to road assets will be transferred to the Agency after 

the completion of construction of roads and others for which proceeds were allocated. The result of 

allocating funds can be confirmed by disclosing the status of such transfers among others. For social 

outcomes, progress in the issuer’s expressway projects will be disclosed as necessary. Moreover, 

evaluation results of target projects will be published as well.   
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1. Overview of the Issuer 

(1) Company profile 

The issuer is an expressway company responsible for construction, management, service area business 

and expressway-related business for expressways in the eastern Japan area which were established by 

the privatization of four road-related public corporations. The objectives of the privatization of the four 

road-related public corporations were: a) “To secure the repayment of interest-bearing debts amounting 

to about 40 trillion yen for the total of the four road-related public corporations within a certain period of 

time”; b) “To promptly construct genuinely needed expressways while minimizing the fiscal cost imposed 

on the general public and paying due respect to the autonomy of expressway companies”; and c) “To offer 

diverse and flexible pricing and services to expressway users by exploiting private sector expertise.” To 

achieve these objectives, expressway companies were established as stock companies and are providing 

various services according to the needs, while clarifying management responsibilities and making 

management efficient. 

The issuer group states in the group management philosophy to maximize the effect of expressways to 

support the development of local communities and the improvement of its living as well as contribute to 

the invigoration of the whole Japanese economy. It has the group management vision of growing as a 

company to create the value of “linkage” and contribute to all stakeholders for the realization of affluent 

societies beyond the regions, countries, and generations. 

 

(2) Expressway plans in Japan and the position of the issuer  
In the “Fourth Comprehensive National Land Development Plan” and the “Grand Design of the 

National Land for the 21st Century,” high-standard arterial roads such as national expressways were 

planned as forming arterial high-speed land transportation networks to be the framework of the 

national land. The development plan was decided by the Minister of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and 

Tourism for national expressways and others as roads consisting of the core of national automobile 

transportation networks in this plan, roads connecting especially important regions in terms of politics, 

economy and culture, and roads1 having other especially important relationship with the interests of the 

nation. 

 Among them, the issuer is in charge of projects for national expressways and others in the jurisdiction 

where the intention for development was expressed.  

Expressway companies including the issuer are acting as an agent for part of the authority of the 

Minister of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism who is the road administrator. The issuer 

implements projects in accordance with the national land policy, with the objectives of 2“Contributing to 

                              
1Article 4 of the National Highway Act 
2Article 1 of the Act on Expressway Companies 
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the sound development of national economy and improvement of people’s living by realizing smooth road 

traffic through efficient new construction, reconstruction, maintenance, repair and other management of 

expressways.” There are three main national land policies related to expressways: “National Spatial 

Strategies (2015-2025)” which is the guideline for the long-term national land development; “Fourth 

Priority Plan for Social Infrastructure Development (2015-2020)” which is the specific guideline for the 

medium-term social infrastructure development; and the “Basic Plan on Transportation Policies 

(2014-2020)” which is the specific guideline for the medium-term transportation policies. In addition, 

umbrella plans3 include: “Basic Plan for National Resilience” for the strengthening of both hardware 

and software of the country including the development of important infrastructure at the time of 

disasters, measures for seismic resistance, and measures to address aging infrastructure; “Basic Plan for 

Extending Service Life of Infrastructure” focusing on measures to address aging infrastructure; and the 

“Fundamental Traffic Safety Program” as the fundamental principles for measures to secure traffic 

safety. 

 

(3) Overview of expressway projects 
For expressway projects, operations for the construction and management of roads and those for the 

ownership, lending and repayment of debts are deemed to be handled by different entities; the former by 

expressway companies while the latter by the Japan Expressway Holding and Debt Repayment Agency 

(hereinafter, the “Agency”). Expressway companies and the Agency have concluded an agreement in 

accordance with the “Act on Expressway Companies,” operating expressway business in an integrated 

manner. In accordance with the agreement, expressway companies implement new construction, 

reconstruction, maintenance, repair and other management of expressways and transfer both the 

completed expressway assets and corresponding debts to the Agency. The Agency leases expressway 

assets held to expressway companies. Expressway companies deduct necessary expenses to manage 

expressway assets from expressway tolls and pay the rest to the Agency as leasing fees of expressway 

assets. The Agency uses leasing fees to repay debts. Regarding the financing of expressway construction, 

the system is designed for the long-term from borrowings by expressway companies to the assumption, 

refinancing and repayment of debts by the Agency.  

The necessity of expressway projects is managed for each project. Expressway plans are appropriately 

evaluated at the time of adoption of a new project, during the construction period and after the 

completion, respectively. The Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism has decided the 

evaluation method, which mainly consists of the perspectives of costs and benefits, social nature and 

profitability.  

 

                              
3It is the plan deemed to be the guideline for other plans, without including specific projects  
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2. Overview of the Social Finance Framework 

 The issuer discloses the overview of the Social Finance Framework on its website. The details are 

roughly as follows: 

(1) Use of proceeds 

The funds raised based on the Framework will be allocated to the following eligible projects: 

Specific names of routes and details of construction in eligible projects can be confirmed by the list of 

agreements4 disclosed on the Agency’s website. 

 

■ Eligible projects 

Eligible project Project summary 

New construction and 
reconstruction of 
expressways 

 Promotion of the development of cities and communities which 
will induce investment in regional industries and tourism  
 Develop expressway networks in the jurisdiction 
 Strengthen expressway functions by developing four-lane 

expressways in the jurisdiction 
 Ensure smooth traffic by additional lane projects 

 Reduction of risks for imminent mega-earthquake/tsunami and 
intensifying weather hazards  
 Promote the reinforcement of seismic resistance to quickly 

recover functions of expressways at the time of disasters 
 Enhance redundancies by upgrading the Joban Expressway 

to four-lane highway among others 

Repair of expressways 
and recovery from 
disasters 

 Ensuring of traffic safety 
 Measures to prevent wrong-way driving 
 Measures to prevent head-on collision accidents on 

temporary 2 lane sections 
 Promotion of environmental conservation 

 Restrain CO2 through the effect of traffic jam mitigation by 
developing expressway networks 

 Reduce CO2 by making facilities energy-efficient and 
developing trees on the banking slope surface among others 

 Recycle energies and materials for projects 

Specific renewal of 
expressways 

 Measures to address aging infrastructure 
 Promote expressway renewal projects  
 Realize SMHs (Smart Maintenance Highways) while 

securing the soundness of assets 

 

 

 

 

                              
4 https://www.jehdra.go.jp/kyoutei.html 
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■ Contribution to SDGs (Sustainable Development Goals stipulated by the United Nations) by Social 

Finance 

 

 

(2) Evaluation of projects and process of selection 

Expressway development projects 

In accordance with the guidelines for the implementation of evaluation at the time of 

adoption of new projects determined by the national government, it evaluates the investment 

efficiency, costs and benefits, effects of projects and others, and adopts projects taking into 

account of opinions of prefectures, government-ordinance-designed cities and academic experts 

among others. 

After the adoption of projects, it also conducts re-evaluation and ex-post evaluation at the 

project evaluation supervisory committee established by the issuer in accordance with the 

evaluation guidelines determined by the national government to judge the continuation or 

suspension of projects and necessary measures considering the effect on the environment 

among others. 

Expressway repair projects 

Required by the Enforcement Regulations for the Road Act to conduct visual inspection once 

every five years, it evaluates and selects projects taking into account of the inspection results 

based on the inspection implementation standards determined by the committee of three 
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expressway companies (East Nippon Expressway, Central Nippon Expressway and West 

Nippon Expressway).  

(3) Management of proceeds 

In accordance with laws and regulations among others, it manages proceeds strictly by allocating 

them to highway administration and projects such as highway construction which are separated 

from other projects. 

The issuer manages the status of allocation of proceeds by its accounting system. The status is 

also disclosed in the detailed statement of the revenue and expenditure budget in accordance with 

the agreement with the Agency while updated approximately biannually.  

Whereas proceeds are allocated to target projects within the procurement year in principle, 

unallocated funds are invested in highly safe financial assets with the maturity of no more than one 

year in accordance with internal rules.  

 

(4) Reporting 

Business plans and financial result information among others will be prepared for plans and 

actual results of the issuer’s projects, and disclosed on the issuer’s website.  

As the regular reporting on social finance, it is planned to disclose the status of the raised amount 

from social bonds or loans based on the Framework and allocation of funds among others on the 

issuer’s website.  

Overall operations 

 In addition to new construction, reconstruction, maintenance and repair, measures for 

disaster-prevention and safety, improvement in convenience, responses at the time of disasters, 

and initiatives for environmental conservation among others will be published in the NEXCO 

East Report and others. 

NEXCO East Report (CSR Report）: https://www.e-nexco.co.jp/csr/download/ 

Medium-Term Business Plan : https://www.e-nexco.co.jp/company/strategy/mid_term/ 

Business situation 

 Progress in new construction and reconstruction of expressways, information on the planned 

openings, progress in repair and specified updates among others will be disclosed on the issuer’s 

website 

Planned opening sections : https://www.e-nexco.co.jp/road_info/open_schedule/ 

Report on the maintenance, repair and other management for the National Expressway 

Hokkaido Crossing Route, Hakodate-Nayoro Line and others (*including operations not 
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falling under the use of proceeds):  

https://www.e-nexco.co.jp/company/law_ordinance/execution_status_h29/ 

Business plan : https://www.e-nexco.co.jp/company/strategy/project_plan.html 

Financial situation 

 Annual Securities Report and settlement information are published on the issuer’s website 

Annual Securities Report and settlement of accounts information: https://www.e-nexco.co.jp/ir/ 

Regarding the use of proceeds 

The status of allocation of funds will be disclosed in the detailed statement of revenue and 

expenditure budget among others on the website of the issuer and the Agency 

Debts for the proceeds will be transferred, with the completed expressway assets in target 

projects, to the Agency. The status of debt transfer will be disclosed on the issuer’s website 

Planned and actual construction costs: 

https://www.e-nexco.co.jp/company/info_public/plan_result/h29/ 

Detailed statement of revenue and expenditure budget of the East Nippon Expressway (on the 

issuer’s website):  

https://www.e-nexco.co.jp/company/law_ordinance/1903business_license/ 

The status of expressway construction-related debts: https://www.e-nexco.co.jp/ir/road_debt/ 

Project evaluation 

Re-evaluation and ex-post evaluation conducted by the issuer’s project evaluation monitoring 

committee will be disclosed on the issuer’s website  

Results of the project evaluation monitoring committee meetings:  

https://www.e-nexco.co.jp/company/info_public/committee/h30/1210/  
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3. Evacuation on Compliance with the Social Bond Principles 
Regarding the four core components of the Social Bond Principles (SBP) -- (1) Use of Proceeds, (2) 

Process for Project Evaluation and Selection, (3) Management of Proceeds, and (4) Reporting -- 

compliance of the Framework with the SBP2018 was evaluated as follows:  

(1) Use of proceeds 

 As stated below, R&I has evaluated that target projects for the issuer to allocate proceeds as eligible 

ones are social projects in compliance with the SBP2018. 

 

(i) Direct objectives of target projects are responses to social issues  

Target projects 

The issuer’s expressway projects are composed of the 5“Projects for expressway construction and 

others” including new construction, reconstruction, repair, recovery from disasters and specified 

update of expressways and the “Expressway management projects” including receipt of tolls, traffic 

management, maintenance and conservation in the east Japan region6, in accordance with provisions 

of the “Agreement on the National Expressway Hokkaido Crossing Route, Hakodate-Nayoro Line and 

Others” (on March 31, 2006, including subsequent revisions) concluded with the Agency and the Act on 

Expressway Companies among others. The projects decided by the issuer as eligible ones to allocate 

proceeds fall under the “Projects for expressway construction and others” which are target projects for 

this Opinion to evaluate the eligibility for the use of proceeds. 

 

Objectives of target projects 

As stated in the basis laws7, the issuer is legally required to implement projects in line with the 

expressway policy of the national land policies, with the business objective of achieving the issues and 

goals listed in the national land policies. At the same time, the expressway company is required to 

have autonomy to realize the objectives of privatization of four expressway-related public corporations. 

The issuer regards expressways as important social infrastructure; has decided the Basic Policy for 

Corporate Action of “Fulfilling social responsibilities as a good corporate citizen in all aspects 

including society, economy and environment by responding to the mission of contributing to the sound 

development of national economy and qualitative improvement in people’s life through the provision of 

secure, safe, comfortable and convenient expressway space and efforts for its effective utilization”; and 

                              
5Expressways within in the regional category stipulated by Article 5, Paragraph (2), Item (i) of the Act on Expressway Companies: “Hokkaido, Aomori, 
Iwate, Miyagi, Akita, Yamagata, Fukushima, Ibaraki, Tochigi, Gunma, Saitama, Chiba, Tokyo, Kanagawa, Niigata, Toyama and Nagano Prefectures” 
(excluding expressways stipulated by the following item; and for expressways in the regions of Tokyo, Kanagawa, Toyama and Nagano Prefectures, 
only those designated by the Minister of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism).  
6For specific names of routes, construction details and others, see the Agreement with the Agency. 

(New construction and reconstruction) https://www.jehdra.go.jp/pdf/kyoutei/k1001_1.pdf (Repair) https://www.jehdra.go.jp/pdf/kyoutei/k1001_2.pdf 
(Recovery from disasters) https://www.jehdra.go.jp/pdf/kyoutei/k1001_4.pdf (Specified updates) https://www.jehdra.go.jp/pdf/kyoutei/k1001_9.pdf 

7Article 1 of the Act on Expressway Companies 
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engages in projects to deal with social issues.  

The Social Finance Framework is constructed on the premise of such business objectives of the 

issuer. Direct objectives of target projects are responses to five issues. The project summary lists the 

outcomes which the issuer is aiming for along with issues.  

 

 

■ Social issues aimed at and social outcomes aimed for by target projects 

Social issue Social outcome aimed for 
Promotion of the development of 
cities and communities which 
will induce investment in 
regional industries and tourism  

 Develop expressway networks in the jurisdiction 
 Strengthen expressway functions by developing 

four-lane expressways in the jurisdiction 
 Ensure smooth traffic by additional lane projects 

Reduction of risks for imminent 
mega-earthquake/tsunami and 
intensifying weather hazards  

 Promote the reinforcement of seismic resistance to 
quickly recover functions of expressways at the time of 
disasters 

 Enhance redundancies by upgrading the Joban 
Expressway to four-lane highway among others 

Ensuring of traffic safety  Measures to prevent wrong-way driving 

 Measures to prevent head-on collision accidents on 
temporary 2 lane sections 

Promotion of environmental 
conservation 

 Restrain CO2 through the effect of traffic jam 
mitigation by developing expressway networks 

 Reduce CO2 by making facilities energy-efficient and 
developing trees on the banking slope surface among 
others 

 Recycle energies and materials for projects 
Measures to address aging 
infrastructure 

 Promote expressway renewal projects  
 Realize SMHs (Smart Maintenance Highways) while 

securing the soundness of assets 

 

Recognition of social issues 

Forming the basis of the above recognition of issues are the “National Spatial Strategies,” the 

“Priority Plan for Social Infrastructure Development” and the “Basic Plan on Transportation Policies” 

under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism. Moreover, 

similar recognition of issues can also be confirmed in the “Basic Plan for Extending Service Life of 

Infrastructure,” the “Basic Plan for National Resilience” and the “Fundamental Traffic Safety 

Program.”  

The direct purpose of the subject projects can be said to respond to social issues based on the 

national land plan and others.  
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(ii) Goals of target projects are positive social outcomes 

Goals of target projects 

 The issuer is engaged in the target projects aiming to achieve such goals as the opening of new 

routes, reinforcement of seismic resistance, reduction of wrong-way driving accidents, measures to 

address aging highway infrastructure, and restraint on CO2 emissions by mitigating traffic jams.  

 

Framework of target project evaluation 

Main flows of target projects are described in the “Outline of project process for projects including 

highway construction” (page 10), while evaluation is conducted at each stage. Government (Ministry of 

Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism) leads up to the formulation of development plans. After 

the launch of a project, the issuer formulates a business plan in accordance with development plan, 

and implements the project while responding to subsequent events in an appropriate manner. The 

business plan will be re-evaluated regularly after the launch of the project. Evaluation at the time of 

new adoption of projects, re-evaluation and ex-post evaluation follow the same quantitative evaluation 

guideline and others8, and their evaluation results are published by respective entities.  

 

Procedures for formulating development plans and evaluation guidelines among others have the 

following characteristics: 

(Direct benefits and effects) Benefits and costs are calculated to verify that benefits of 

implementing projects exceed costs. 

 Routes are compared and examined, including the utilization of the 

existing roads. In doing so, evaluation items, such as the nature of the 

route, structural issues, examination of social conditions, and 

consideration of economic efficiency, are used. 

(Indirect benefits and effects) Six items of living of residents, local communities, local economies, 

environment, safety, and other initiatives by local governments are 

evaluated as quantitatively as possible, using 16 indicators. Results of 

these evaluations are given weight based on opinions of members of 

the evaluation method examination committee, governors, mayors and 

general public, to be made as the comprehensive evaluation.  

(Effects on wide areas) Environmental impact assessment is conducted before formulating 

development plans. Measures to be taken are decided if necessary, 

                              
8 Explanatory document for project evaluation methods for national highways (Source: Road Bureau, Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and 
Tourism)  
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taking into account of negative effects; i.e., indirect impacts on the 

living environment and wider impacts on the natural environment.  

 

Social outcomes are positive 

In the above evaluation framework, social outcomes are judged in comparison to cases of not 

implementing projects by comprehensively evaluating not only that direct benefits/costs are positive 

but also indirect impacts such as those on society and environment. Moreover, while impact on the 

natural environment is deemed to be an example that target projects have a negative impact on wide 

areas, there is a framework to take necessary measures taking into account of negative effects. Target 

projects are implemented based on project plans which sufficiently take into account negative impacts 

of expressways on areas along them and global environment, with appropriate followups on the plans. 

R&I has evaluated that target projects are generating positive results for the society as a whole.  

 

Checks against project categories illustrated in SBP2018 

 Target projects correspond to the project category of “Affordable basic infrastructure” illustrated in 

SBP2018, which targets the “General public” in normal times but targets “Vulnerable groups, 

including as a result of natural disasters” in particular when a disaster occurs.   
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(Source) Prepared by R&I from disclosed documents of the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transportation and Tourism and East 

Nippon Expressway Co., Ltd. (NEXCO East) 

■ Project process overview of expressway construction and other projects 

   Entity               Project flows                 Evaluation and others at each stage     

Issuer 

Government 

Inspection 

Evaluation at adoption of a 

new project 

Environmental impact 

assessment

Re-evaluation 

Ex-post evaluation 

Development plan 

City planning  

(by local governments) 

Start of the project 

Commencement of 

service 

Administration 

including repair 

Basic plan 

Planned route 
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(2) Evaluation of projects and process of selection 
 Sufficient and clear process exists to reasonably select projects responding to social issues. 

 

Criteria or approach to the selection of target projects 

The approach to the selection of projects is described in: Expressway-related laws including the Act 

on Expressway Companies and the National Spatial Strategies; the Priority Plan for Social 

Infrastructure Development; the Basic Plan on Transportation Policies; and national land plans and 

others related to expressways, mainly the Basic Plan for Extending Service Life of Infrastructure. 

When formulating development plans, it is required to pay due consideration to negative effects on the 

natural environment and living environment in accordance with the environmental impact 

assessment method. For the selection of projects, evaluation guidelines and inspection guidelines are 

stipulated. 

◆ Evaluation guidelines 

As guidelines for implementing evaluation related to project selection among others, the “Project 

evaluation method for national expressways,” “Cost-benefit analysis manual” and others are 

stipulated under the “Guideline for implementing evaluation when adopting new projects for public 

works under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transportation and Tourism.” 

Selection of expressway projects is decided after confirming the issuer’s intention to develop, in 

addition to the following four steps based on the “Project evaluation method for national 

expressways”: 1. Verification of the necessity as a project; 2. verification of the eligibility as a toll 

expressway; 3. integration of evaluations; and 4. designation of the development method. 

 It is designed to conduct comprehensive evaluation, taking into account of impacts on areas along 

the route and surrounding areas, with qualitative evaluation to be conducted on social benefits as 

well if possible. As individual project management after the start of construction, if there is a 

subsequent negative impact on areas along the route and others, responses will be taken such as 

explanation to residents and change of the construction method, while the project will be 

re-evaluated. In both stages of adopting and implementing projects, there is a framework to examine 

impacts of target projects on the environment and society. 

◆ Inspection guidelines 

Inspection forms the basis for selecting the points of repair and others for expressways. As the 

inspection methods for selecting points of repair and others after the commencement of service, the 

“Enforcement Regulations for the Road Act” as well as the “Plan for extending service life of 

infrastructure,” “Guideline for maintenance and inspection,” “Guideline for facility maintenance and 

management” among others by expressway companies are appropriately established.  
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Process of deciding the criteria or approach to the selection of target projects 

National land plans and others are decided through the appropriate process in accordance with the 

basis laws among others. The method of formulating evaluation guidelines including the “Project 

evaluation method for national expressways” are appropriately stipulated in the “Guideline for 

implementing evaluation when adopting new projects for public works under the jurisdiction of the 

Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transportation and Tourism.” Various inspection guidelines are 

appropriately stipulated through the “Examination committee for inspection implementation criteria 

and qualifications.” 

In the decision-making process, committees and others composed of academic experts among others 

have been established, ensuring the professionality.  

The management philosophy of the issuer also reflects that of the national land plan and others 

which are the backgrounds of such decision-making process. The issuer is a company with the 

objective of implementing projects in accordance with the national land policy, having been designated 

by Article 1 of the Act on Expressway Companies as a “stock company with the objectives of 

contributing to the sound development of national economy and improvement of people’s living by 

realizing smooth road traffic through efficient new construction, reconstruction, maintenance, repair 

and other management of expressways.” It states to “maximize the effect of expressways to support 

the development of local communities and the improvement of its living as well as contribute to the 

invigoration of the whole Japanese economy” in the management philosophy and reasonably positions 

target projects in the “Group Long-Term Vision 2025” and “Medium-Term Business Plan” which were 

formulated to realize it.  

 

Selection process of target projects 

The Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transportation and Tourism is the entity to conduct 

evaluation for the adoption of new projects. Advisory committee and others composed of academic 

experts among others discuss business plans based on the selection criteria. The issuer is the entity to 

conduct re-evaluation after the start of projects. The committee composed of academic experts and 

others discusses re-evaluation including changes in project details responding to subsequent events 

among others. The system ensures to implement project evaluation appropriately by involving third 

parties with expertise in the stages of adopting and implementing projects.  

Selection of repair and others is judged based on the result of the issuer’s inspection. There are the 

qualification system and others related to inspection operations.  
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(3) Management of proceeds 

 Proceeds are surely to be allocated to target projects without being used for other projects of the issuer.  

 

Funds allocation plan 

Article 10 of the Act on Expressway Companies stipulates that “The company must decide a 

business plan for the business year and obtain authorization of the Minister of Land, Infrastructure, 

Transportation and Tourism before the start of each business year in accordance with the Ministerial 

Order of the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transportation and Tourism. The same shall apply 

when changing it. ” The allocation plan can be confirmed because financing for this Framework is 

clearly described as the financial plan for the formulation of expressway assets to be assumed by the 

Agency in the financial plan document of the business plan.  

Moreover, it is stipulated that if the company is to obtain authorization9 based on the agreement 

under Article 3, Paragraph (1) of the Act on Special Measures concerning Road Construction and 

Improvement, it should submit an application describing the items listed in Paragraph (2) of the same 

Article of the Act (name of the expressway, details of the work for new construction or reconstruction, 

details of the revenue and expenditure budget, amount of tolls and their collection period). Details of 

this revenue and expenditure budget are an annual time series of funds allocation plans for 

expressway projects.  

Changes in the expressway project plan may affect the funds allocation plan. In this case, the 

agreement with the Agency will be changed, and changes in the contents of construction work and 

details of revenue and expenditure budget will be notified to the Minister of Land, Infrastructure, 

Transportation and Tourism. If all the funds raised based on this Framework cannot be allocated 

within the fiscal year due to changes in the construction method and others, they will be allocated to 

such projects as expressway constructions in the next year and after. The changed agreement will be 

disclosed. 

 

System for managing funds 

Allocation of proceeds and management system among others are subject to audit by independent 

auditors in every business year.  

 

Segregated management 

Article 14, Paragraph (2) of the Act on Expressway Companies stipulates that “when arranging its 

                              
9 Excerpt of Article 3, Paragraph (1) of the Act on Special Measures concerning Road Construction and Improvement: “When having concluded an 
agreement stipulated in Article 13, Paragraph (1) of the Act on the Japan Expressway Holding and Debt Repayment Agency, -- (snip) --, it may obtain 
authorization of the Minister of Land, Infrastructure, Transportation and Tourism based on the agreement to newly construct or reconstruct 
expressways and collect tolls.” 
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accounting, the company must segregate projects in Article 5, Paragraph (1), Items (i) and (ii) and 

those incidental thereto from other projects, pursuant to the provisions of the Ministerial Order of the 

Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transportation and Tourism, ” while Article 5, Paragraph (1), Items 

(i) and (ii) of the Act list new construction or re-construction, maintenance, repair, recovery from 

disasters and other management, for which segregated management is required by law. Its accounting 

treatment is detailed in the Accounting Rules for Expressway Projects and Others. Accordingly, in 

expressway projects, the amount of investment in such projects as expressway construction which are 

target projects of social finance is segregated from expenses for expressway administration projects 

and managed, while each total amount is appropriately managed by the issuer’s accounting system. 

The allocation status of proceeds is disclosed in the details of the revenue and expenditure budget 

based on the agreement with the Agency.  

 

Investment of unallocated funds 

Unallocated funds are invested in highly safe financial assets, such as bank deposits, with the 

maturity of no more than one year in accordance with internal rules.  

(4) Reporting 

Documents clearly explaining the allocation status of proceeds and social outcomes are disclosed to 

investors. 

Contents of disclosure at issuance 

The summary of the Framework is disclosed, with target projects to allocate proceeds explained in 

relation to the issues in the background of such projects and outcomes aimed at. The summary of the 

Framework also shows the process of selecting target projects, the method of managing proceeds, and 

the contents and frequency of reporting. The issuer’s management strategy and business plan which 

consist of the Framework are disclosed to the public on the issuer’s website, while information on the 

process of selecting expressway projects and others is on the website of the Ministry of Land, 

Infrastructure, Transportation and Tourism among others.  

 

Planned items for reporting during the period 

The issuer will disclose the allocation status of proceeds for social finance on the website. In such 

projects as expressway construction based on the agreement with the Agency, financed and completed 

expressway assets as well as the corresponding debts will be transferred to the Agency. For the status 

of funds allocation, the amount of debts transferred will be disclosed as actual construction and 
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management costs in the details of revenue and expenditure budget prepared based on the agreement 

with the Agency. Moreover, the status of target debts to transfer to the Agency will be disclosed by the 

form of financing. Details of the revenue and expenditure budget will be disclosed approximately 

biannually, while the status of target debts to transfer to the Agency as necessary. The status of 

allocating proceeds to target projects can be grasped by such reporting.  

Regarding social outcomes, the following contents will be mainly disclosed: 

 Reporting on the overall target projects 

In addition to new construction, reconstruction, maintenance and repair, measures for 

disaster-prevention and safety, improvement in convenience, responses at the time of disasters, 

and initiatives for environmental conservation among others will be published in the NEXCO 

East Report annually.  

 Reporting on the progress in target projects 

Progress in new construction and reconstruction of expressways, information on the planned 

openings, progress in repair and specified updates among others will be published on the issuer’s 

website. Information on planned openings will be published as necessary. Progress in repair and 

specified updates among others will be published annually by the “Report on the maintenance, 

repair and other management for the National Expressway Hokkaido Crossing Route, 

Hakodate-Nayoro Line and others (*including operations not falling under the use of proceeds).” 

 Reporting on individual target projects 

The result of re-evaluation and ex-post evaluation of projects conducted at the issuer’s project 

evaluation supervisory committee will be published annually on the issuer’s website. 

 

End 
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R&I Social Bond Opinions (RSOs) are R&I's opinions on the alignment of a social bond framework with the International Capital Market 

Association's Social Bond Principles (SBP) as of the date of assessment (SBP alignment).  RSOs do not address any matters other than SBP 

alignment (including but not limited to the alignment of a bond issue with a social bond framework and the implementation status of a social 

project).  RSOs do not certify the social outcomes and other qualities of social projects. Hence, R&I will not be held responsible for the 

effectiveness of the projects, including their social outcomes.  RSOs are not, in any sense, statements of current, future, or historical 

fact and should not be interpreted as such, and RSOs are not a recommendation to purchase, sell, or hold any particular securities and do 

not constitute any form of advice regarding investment decisions or financial matters.  RSOs do not address the suitability of an investment 

for any particular investor.  R&I issues RSOs based on the assumption that each investor will investigate and evaluate the securities which 

they plan to purchase, sell, or hold for themselves.  All investment decisions shall be made at the responsibility of the individual investor. 

 

The information used when R&I issues RSOs is information that R&I has determined, at its own discretion, to be reliable.  However, R&I 

does not undertake any independent verification of the accuracy or other aspects of that information.  R&I makes no representation or warranty, 

express or implied, as to the accuracy, timeliness, adequacy, completeness, merchantability, fitness for any particular purpose, or any 

other matter with respect to any such information. 

 

R&I is not responsible or liable in any way to any party, for all or any damage, loss, or expenses arising out of or in relation to errors, 

omissions, inappropriateness of, or insufficiencies in the information used when issuing RSOs, or opinions in RSOs, or arising out of or 

in relation to the use of such information or RSOs (regardless of the nature of the damage, including direct, indirect, ordinary, special, 

consequential, compensatory, or incidental damage, lost profits, non-monetary damage, and any other damage, and including expenses for 

attorneys and other specialists), whether in contract, tort, for unreasonable profit or otherwise, irrespective of negligence or fault of 

R&I. 

 

All rights and interests (including patent rights, copyrights, other intellectual property rights, and know-how) regarding RSOs belong 

to R&I.  Use of RSOs, in whole or in part, for purposes beyond personal use (including reproducing, amending, sending, distributing, 

transferring, lending, translating, or adapting the information), and storing RSOs for subsequent use, is prohibited without R&I's prior 

written permission. 

 

As a general rule, R&I issues an RSO for a fee paid by the issuer. 

 

Japanese is the official language of this material and if there are any inconsistencies or discrepancies between the information written 

in Japanese and the information written in languages other than Japanese the information written in Japanese will take precedence. 

 

 

 

 

 


